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Introduction========================= ======C# (pronounced C-sharp) is a
programming language specifically developed for Microsoft software development. Much like the
major programming languages, a lot of C# code, features, and other capabilities is based the C
programming language. One of the key improvements C# has over C is, perhaps one of the most
prominently used and important programming paradigms today, object-oriented
programming.And object-oriented programmers will encounter many repeating challenges
during software development. What’s important to know is that these challenges have been
encountered - and solved - before.What if you know you have to create some File-Folder
relationship within your program? What if you have a component in your program that
consistently needs to update itself based on certain events or changes? What if you and your
colleague both need to adapt to each other’s older code?At some point, you’ll notice the
patterns: a certain situation will usually require a certain programming solution. These solutions
happen to be certain patterns in code (no matter the language) that apply to certain situations
you encounter.Thus, Design Patterns are created.What’s important to know is how to promptly
and effortlessly implement these patterns - and this book will show you how. Even if you’re just
starting out in C# programming, you’ll find great use of all the techniques you’ll find here.C#
Workshops:Throughout the book, you’ll encounter workshops that will help you apply the various
design patterns by putting them to good use. As you do them, think about the situations that
require them to be used.Then, throughout your own coding projects, think carefully about your
designs and ask yourself which situations would have a certain design pattern come in
handy.We’ve designed this book to be very hands-on - giving you plenty of chances to use the
material.This is surely NOT a spectator’s book. If you would like to apply a new set of



programming designs, then read on.========================= ======C#-00: A Quick
Important note about C# codeA C# FileBefore we get started, be sure to familiarize yourself with
the structure of a C# class file, shown below between the dashed lines.using System;using
System.Collections.Generic;using System.Linq;using System.Text.RegularExpressions;// ADD
MORE LIBRARIES HEREnamespace ___ { // ADD CLASSES HEREpublic class Program
{public static void Main(string[] args) {// ADD MAIN CODE HERE}}} }}Chapter 1: The Factory
Pattern==== ==== ==== ==== ====Are you not sure about which data object to create at a
given time?When creating a data object, are there a lot of complex aspects to keep in mind?
Then you need to use the Factory Method.How it essentially works:Depending on the
programming language you use, you create a class interface that standardizes the data object
creation. However, you would use subclasses (which extend or implement your higher “factory”
interface) to actually create the data objects. The subclasses allow for a whole range of flexibility
in creating data objects. If your programming language doesn’t have interfaces or abstract
classes, simply create your ‘factory’ interface as a class, then have subclasses extend it.For
example, consider having to make a wide range of sports ball data objects, such as basketballs,
soccer balls, footballs, volleyballs, etc.. You wouldn’t know what to create at a particular time. So
how would you code this? Create an interface that outlines object construction for balls.Let’s call
it interface ‘BallMaker’. Then, for each type of ball we have, create a subclass extending
‘BallMaker’. These subclasses are the ones actually creating the ball data objects - but each of
them has their own specifications. So a BasketBallMaker subclass would make basketballs and
a FootballMaker subclass would make footballs.So here’s what the UML diagram would look
like:The Pseudocode implementation for this pattern is also included in the Archive. If you need
to implement this pattern in another language, the pseudocode should help you.Next, we’ll be
using the Factory Pattern.C#-1a: The Factory Pattern, in C#==== ==== ==== ==== ====Here is
how the Factory Pattern looks like in C#:// Factory is implemented by any subclasses that need
to use itinterface Factory { // INPUT: your choice// OUTPUT: your choice (set to Void by
default)// Constructor for Classes that implement this interfacevoid createObject();} //
SubFactory1:// creates distinct objects based on Factory Interfaceclass SubFactory1 : Factory
{// This implements the same function outlined in the interfacevoid Factory .createObject() {//
include ANY unique distinctions for this creator class// any other code here}}// SubFactory2://
creates distinct objects based on Factory Interfaceclass SubFactory2 : Factory {// This
implements the same function outlined in the interfacevoid Factory.createObject() {// include
ANY unique distinctions for this creator class// any other code here}}In the next chapter, we’ll do
a walkthrough in implementing this design pattern.C#-1b: Implementing the Factory PatternUse
an IDE of your choice for the code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great
choice.========================= ======Now we’ll see the factory pattern in action.
You’ll see first-hand how to use this design pattern through an example, plus a workshop in
which you continue with the example.Sports Ball CreatorImagine that you had to write code for a
build-to-order web app. It specializes in creating sports balls of many different kinds.Here is what



a general ball class would look like:/*// A Sports Ball has:// - the Type of ball it is// - an array of
materials used to manufacture it// - its size, as a radius (inches)// - any additional comments
required// - the company brand that made it// - a product name*/class SportsBall { public String
type;public String[] materialsUsed;public float radius;public String comments;public String
make;public String modelName;}However, as you can see, there are far too many small details
involved when creating data objects for sports balls. So if you had to create, let’s say, a certain
basketball, the process would be far more different compared to creating a soccer ball. They
both would have different types, materials, and size. They also would probably be created by
different brands and would have different features too.So how would we have sports balls
created in a much easier way? And with much less code involved?You guessed it. The Factory
Pattern!So in this tutorial chapter, let’s go through the steps in setting up the design
pattern.Then, you’ll have a chance to practice what you’ve learned by extending the work.Step 1:
The Factory InterfaceFirst, we’ll create the Interface that all the ball-creating Factory classes will
implement.For now, it will only have one method: creating & returning instances of sports balls.//
the BallFactory interface:// - interface for how a ball will be createdinterface BallFactory {/*//
INPUT: none// OUTPUT: a Sports Ball object// EFFECT: Creates a Sports Ball;// Classes that
implement this will have their own distinctions in making one*/SportsBall createBall();}Step 2:
The First Factory ClassNext, we create a distinct factory class that implements the BallFactory
interface we made. For now, all it does is create basketballs. These may be instances of
SportsBall objects, but they’ll have the certain characteristics of a basketball.// The Basketball
Maker:// - creates basketball objects with distinct fieldsclass BasketballMaker : BallFactory {//
(method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a
BasketballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() {SportsBall b = new SportsBall();b.type =
"Basketball";b.materialsUsed = new String[3];b.materialsUsed[0] = "rubber";b.materialsUsed[1]
= "fiber";b.materialsUsed[2] = "synthetic composite";b.radius = 4.8f;b.make =
"Spalding";b.modelName = "Series Basketball";return b;} }Step 3: Design any additional Factory
Classes you needAfterwards, we create as much distinct factory classes as we need. They all
implement the BallFactory interface and they all create sports ball objects with distinct features
and characteristics.Let’s do this by designing a Factory class that creates baseballs.// The
Baseball Maker:// - creates baseball objects with distinct fieldsclass BaseballMaker : BallFactory
{// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a
BasketballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() {SportsBall b = new SportsBall();b.type =
"Baseball";b.materialsUsed = new String[6];b.materialsUsed[0] = "cork";b.materialsUsed[1] =
"wool";b.materialsUsed[2] = "poly/cotton";b.materialsUsed[3] = "cowhide";b.materialsUsed[4] =
"yarn";b.materialsUsed[5] = "composite rubber";b.radius = 1.45f;b.make =
"Rawlings";b.modelName = "MLB Official Baseball"; return b;} }Step 4: Run some CodeNow
that you’ve designed the factory classes, it’s time to run them.On your Main function (the main
class that has the public-static-void-main method), or whichever way you want to run your code,
create an instance for each factory class you’ve designed. You’ll be calling on these factories to



create particular objects for you.In our example, we’ve created basketball and baseball factories.
We’ll be using these to create basketball and baseball objects, respectively.// Creating the
FactoriesBallFactory f1 = new BasketballMaker();BallFactory f2 = new BaseballMaker();//
Creating a basketball object:// Use the Basketball Factory to make BasketballsSportsBall bb1 =
f1.createBall();// Creating a baseball object:// Use the Baseball Factory to make
BaseballsSportsBall bb2 = f2.createBall();// TESTING:// This line should print out "Basketball"
Console.WriteLine(bb1.type);// This line should print out
"Baseball"Console.WriteLine(bb2.type);C#-WORKSHOP 1:Use an IDE of your choice for the
code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great choice.=========================
======And now it’s your turn to play with the Factory Pattern.Soccer & VolleyballsShow what
you’ve learned by creating two more factory classes.One of them will create soccer balls and the
other will create volleyballs.Afterwards, write and run a few lines of code that create instances of
each factory and at least one ball from each factory.Here’s some code to help you get started://
The Soccerball Maker:// - creates soccer ball objects with distinct fieldsclass SoccerballMaker :
BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a
SoccerballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() { SportsBall b = new SportsBall(); // modify the
object fields; // they should all resemble what and how a soccer ball is like.. return b; }}// The
Volleyball Maker:// - creates volleyball objects with distinct fieldsclass VolleyballMaker :
BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a
volleyballpublic SportsBall createBall() { SportsBall b = new SportsBall(); // modify the object
fields; // they should all resemble what and how a volleyball is like.. return b; }}Advanced
Coding:Notice how all the sports balls are still one type of object - sports balls.How would you
change the code so that each of the factory classes create objects of balls they’re supposed to
create? For example, how would you have the BasketballMaker create Basketball objects
instead of general, modified Sports Balls? Or a BaseballMaker creating Baseball objects?
Chapter 2: The Composite Pattern==== ==== ==== ==== ====Picture this scenario: you have to
organize your data in a hierarchal manner. They seem to somehow resemble ‘files’ and
‘folders’.As you and other computer users know, files go into folders and folders can go into
other folders as well.You also want to do this in a way that doesn’t replicate unnecessary
code.So what do you need?The Composite Pattern.How it essentially works:You have two
distinct classes: a File class and a Folder class. Or Item and Group. Clothing and Bag. Toys and
Box. Any combination of two classes, in which one of them is a collection composed of both
types.However, both classes may have way too many similar traits, methods, and fields. You
realize you may need to write twice the code that you would normally do - one for the items and
one for the groupings.The solution here is to have them extend a common superclass or
abstract class - a component. This includes one key distinction; the Group class contains a
collection of this superclass. And because both classes extend a common superclass, the
Group class can have a collection of either items or groups.For example, let’s say you have two
classes: Clothing and Bag. A Bag can contain both clothes and other bags. They both share



similar characteristics such as name, description, etc.. You realize how unproductive it is to write
separate code when it really should be under the same code (i.e. when getting all the names
would need calls from both Clothing.getName() and Bag.getName()).Therefore, you apply the
Composite Pattern. Both Clothing and Bag classes extend a new superclass, Item. The Bag
class is modified to have a collection of Items (which can be either Bags or Clothing).Here’s
what the UML diagram would look like:The main thing to remember here are the item/container
classes extend a common superclass - component. The container class will have a list
containing components, which can be either files or folders.Depending on the language you’re
coding with, the superclass may also be an abstract class, interface, or any type of abstraction
that your programming language comes with.The Pseudocode implementation for this pattern is
also included in the Archive. If you need to implement this pattern in another language, the
pseudocode should help you.Next, let’s put the Composite Pattern into use.C#-2a: The
Composite Pattern, in C#==== ==== ==== ==== ====Here is how the Composite Pattern looks
like in C#:/*// Component is the superclass which File and Folder classes extend// You may
define any fields and methods shared by both subclasses*/abstract class Component {// insert
any amount of fields and methods// where necessaryString someField;void someMethod() {};}//
General Item Class (as File):// contains all fields and methods defined at Componentclass File:
Component {}// General Group Class (as Folder):// contains all fields and methods defined at
Component// Also has:// - a List of Components, which can contain either Items or Groupsclass
Folder : Component {List<Component> contents = new List<Component>();}In the next chapter,
we’ll do a walkthrough in implementing this design pattern.C#-2b: Implementing the Composite
PatternUse an IDE of your choice for the code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great
choice.========================= ======In this chapter, we encounter a situation which
suggests having the Composite Pattern as a viable solution. Then, we’ll be coding the
Composite Pattern step-by-step.File ManagerImagine you are a software engineer at a very
popular social media site.The next website update will have a really cool feature - enable users
to upload and organize data files of their choice. And you’re tasked with implementing this
functionality. You know you have to design the File and Folder classes, but you also realize that
they share too many traits, such as name, date created, date modified, a thumbnail icon, etc.. So
you think to yourself, there must be a more simple way to implement this.The first thing that
comes to your mind is to implement the Composite Pattern. This is an ideal situation to apply it
as well.Step 1: The Component SuperclassFirst, we’ll create the superclass that the File and
Folder classes are based on.We’re coding in C#, so we have the Abstract Class available.For
now, let’s add the following fields to the superclass: the name, the date created, and the date last
modified./*// Component is the superclass which File and Folder classes extend// It has:// -
Name, as a String// - the Date Created// - the Date Last Modified// It can:// - rename itself// -
update the Last Modified date*/abstract class Component {String name;DateTime
dateCreated;DateTime dateLastModified; }Step 2: Customizing the Component
ConstructorNext, we’ll code a modified version of the constructor for the Component. When a



new component is created, its name will be set and its two date fields will be set to the current
date.The Files and Folders that will later extend this superclass will eventually use the same
constructor as well.abstract class Component {public String name;public DateTime
dateCreated;public DateTime dateLastModified; /*// INPUT: a String// Custom Constructor for
the Component Class,// Upon creation, the dates created and last modified// are set to the
current date an object would be created*/public Component(String n) {this.name =
n;this.dateCreated = new DateTime();this.dateLastModified = new DateTime();} } Here, you
see first-hand how shared methods can save a programmer many lines of code and prevent
more coding mistakes along the way. Any essential fields and methods between both the File
and Folder classes will be present - programmers won’t have the hassle of coding twice as
much as needed, as well as having to change certain fields and methods twice. Also, the rest of
the system will treat data objects from these two classes very similarly.Step 3: Creating the File
ClassNow we create the File class.As stated before, the File class will have some common
fields and methods as the Folder class. It even has a very similar constructor method.However,
the File class here will have more distinctive fields. It will include some indication of the file’s type
(i.e. a spreadsheet, letter document, slideshow, picture, video, PDF, etc.). The constructor is
further modified to include this./*// General Item Class (a.k.a. File):// contains all fields and
methods defined at Component// Also has:// - a file type, as a string*/class File : Component
{public String fileType;/*CodeWiz RDZ  EZEE ProgrammingandR.M.Z.present:Design
Patterns,The Easy Way,w/ C#Standard Solutionsfor Everyday Programming ProblemsDesign
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more. You’ve come to the right place. Right now, you can get full FREE access to OVER 5 TECH
BUSINESS REPORTS loaded with industry secrets, tech training, team building and coaching,
and more - all so you can easily start pursuing the life of your dreams!Wait… Before Moving
Ahead, Would You Like A Career in Tech? Or Make Your Own Startup?If you answered YES,
then you’re not alone. Nowadays, the Tech Sector is BOOMING. The demand is high. The
salaries are REALLY high. And even Startup founders are treated like rock stars. Unfortunately,
there’s a steep learning curve in both the technical, business, and marketing aspects of the
industry. Yes, you may have the ambition, but without learning the right tools, it’ll lead to a lot of
heartbreaks and failures.If you really want a head start in your skill set, whether you want to run a
startup or land a high-paying tech job, then say no more. You’ve come to the right place. Right



now, you can get full FREE access to OVER 5 TECH BUSINESS REPORTS loaded with
industry secrets, tech training, team building and coaching, and more - all so you can easily
start pursuing the life of your dreams!Download Your Complete Tech Business Report Package
to Get A GREAT Head Start in your Tech Journey - 100% FREE- Finding a Job During a
Recession: Finding work at a Tough Economy- Ace Your Tech Interviews- Working With Others:
How To Deal With Different Situations at Work- Cloud Essentials: Everything You Need To Get
Started- Dealing With Computer Work Stress- and MORE!The latest info on Web App
Development! ========================= ======Follow us! @CodeWizRDZDownload
Your Complete Tech Business Report Package to Get A GREAT Head Start in your Tech
Journey - 100% FREE- Finding a Job During a Recession: Finding work at a Tough Economy-
Ace Your Tech Interviews- Working With Others: How To Deal With Different Situations at Work-
Cloud Essentials: Everything You Need To Get Started- Dealing With Computer Work Stress-
and MORE!The latest info on Web App Development! =========================
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Introduction========================= ======C# (pronounced C-sharp) is a
programming language specifically developed for Microsoft software development. Much like the
major programming languages, a lot of C# code, features, and other capabilities is based the C
programming language. One of the key improvements C# has over C is, perhaps one of the most
prominently used and important programming paradigms today, object-oriented
programming.And object-oriented programmers will encounter many repeating challenges
during software development. What’s important to know is that these challenges have been
encountered - and solved - before.What if you know you have to create some File-Folder
relationship within your program? What if you have a component in your program that
consistently needs to update itself based on certain events or changes? What if you and your
colleague both need to adapt to each other’s older code?C#
Introduction========================= ======C# (pronounced C-sharp) is a
programming language specifically developed for Microsoft software development. Much like the
major programming languages, a lot of C# code, features, and other capabilities is based the C
programming language. One of the key improvements C# has over C is, perhaps one of the most
prominently used and important programming paradigms today, object-oriented
programming.And object-oriented programmers will encounter many repeating challenges
during software development. What’s important to know is that these challenges have been
encountered - and solved - before.What if you know you have to create some File-Folder
relationship within your program? What if you have a component in your program that
consistently needs to update itself based on certain events or changes? What if you and your
colleague both need to adapt to each other’s older code?At some point, you’ll notice the
patterns: a certain situation will usually require a certain programming solution. These solutions
happen to be certain patterns in code (no matter the language) that apply to certain situations
you encounter.Thus, Design Patterns are created.What’s important to know is how to promptly
and effortlessly implement these patterns - and this book will show you how. Even if you’re just
starting out in C# programming, you’ll find great use of all the techniques you’ll find here.C#
Workshops:Throughout the book, you’ll encounter workshops that will help you apply the various
design patterns by putting them to good use. As you do them, think about the situations that
require them to be used.Then, throughout your own coding projects, think carefully about your



designs and ask yourself which situations would have a certain design pattern come in handy.At
some point, you’ll notice the patterns: a certain situation will usually require a certain
programming solution. These solutions happen to be certain patterns in code (no matter the
language) that apply to certain situations you encounter.Thus, Design Patterns are
created.What’s important to know is how to promptly and effortlessly implement these patterns -
and this book will show you how. Even if you’re just starting out in C# programming, you’ll find
great use of all the techniques you’ll find here.C# Workshops:Throughout the book, you’ll
encounter workshops that will help you apply the various design patterns by putting them to
good use. As you do them, think about the situations that require them to be used.Then,
throughout your own coding projects, think carefully about your designs and ask yourself which
situations would have a certain design pattern come in handy.We’ve designed this book to be
very hands-on - giving you plenty of chances to use the material.This is surely NOT a spectator’s
book. If you would like to apply a new set of programming designs, then read
on.========================= ======We’ve designed this book to be very hands-on -
giving you plenty of chances to use the material.This is surely NOT a spectator’s book. If you
would like to apply a new set of programming designs, then read
on.========================= ======C#-00: A Quick Important note about C# codeA C#
FileBefore we get started, be sure to familiarize yourself with the structure of a C# class file,
shown below between the dashed lines.using System;using System.Collections.Generic;using
System.Linq;using System.Text.RegularExpressions;// ADD MORE LIBRARIES
HEREnamespace ___ { // ADD CLASSES HEREpublic class Program {public static void
Main(string[] args) {// ADD MAIN CODE HERE}}} }}C#-00: A Quick Important note about C#
codeA C# FileBefore we get started, be sure to familiarize yourself with the structure of a C#
class file, shown below between the dashed lines.using System;using
System.Collections.Generic;using System.Linq;using System.Text.RegularExpressions;// ADD
MORE LIBRARIES HEREnamespace ___ { // ADD CLASSES HEREpublic class Program
{public static void Main(string[] args) {// ADD MAIN CODE HERE}}} }}Chapter 1: The Factory
Pattern==== ==== ==== ==== ====Are you not sure about which data object to create at a
given time?When creating a data object, are there a lot of complex aspects to keep in mind?
Then you need to use the Factory Method.How it essentially works:Depending on the
programming language you use, you create a class interface that standardizes the data object
creation. However, you would use subclasses (which extend or implement your higher “factory”
interface) to actually create the data objects. The subclasses allow for a whole range of flexibility
in creating data objects. If your programming language doesn’t have interfaces or abstract
classes, simply create your ‘factory’ interface as a class, then have subclasses extend it.For
example, consider having to make a wide range of sports ball data objects, such as basketballs,
soccer balls, footballs, volleyballs, etc.. You wouldn’t know what to create at a particular time. So
how would you code this? Create an interface that outlines object construction for balls.Chapter
1: The Factory Pattern==== ==== ==== ==== ====Are you not sure about which data object to



create at a given time?When creating a data object, are there a lot of complex aspects to keep in
mind?Then you need to use the Factory Method.How it essentially works:Depending on the
programming language you use, you create a class interface that standardizes the data object
creation. However, you would use subclasses (which extend or implement your higher “factory”
interface) to actually create the data objects. The subclasses allow for a whole range of flexibility
in creating data objects. If your programming language doesn’t have interfaces or abstract
classes, simply create your ‘factory’ interface as a class, then have subclasses extend it.For
example, consider having to make a wide range of sports ball data objects, such as basketballs,
soccer balls, footballs, volleyballs, etc.. You wouldn’t know what to create at a particular time. So
how would you code this? Create an interface that outlines object construction for balls.Let’s call
it interface ‘BallMaker’. Then, for each type of ball we have, create a subclass extending
‘BallMaker’. These subclasses are the ones actually creating the ball data objects - but each of
them has their own specifications. So a BasketBallMaker subclass would make basketballs and
a FootballMaker subclass would make footballs.So here’s what the UML diagram would look
like:Let’s call it interface ‘BallMaker’. Then, for each type of ball we have, create a subclass
extending ‘BallMaker’. These subclasses are the ones actually creating the ball data objects -
but each of them has their own specifications. So a BasketBallMaker subclass would make
basketballs and a FootballMaker subclass would make footballs.So here’s what the UML
diagram would look like:The Pseudocode implementation for this pattern is also included in the
Archive. If you need to implement this pattern in another language, the pseudocode should help
you.Next, we’ll be using the Factory Pattern.The Pseudocode implementation for this pattern is
also included in the Archive. If you need to implement this pattern in another language, the
pseudocode should help you.Next, we’ll be using the Factory Pattern.C#-1a: The Factory
Pattern, in C#==== ==== ==== ==== ====Here is how the Factory Pattern looks like in C#://
Factory is implemented by any subclasses that need to use itinterface Factory { // INPUT:
your choice// OUTPUT: your choice (set to Void by default)// Constructor for Classes that
implement this interfacevoid createObject();} // SubFactory1:// creates distinct objects based
on Factory Interfaceclass SubFactory1 : Factory {// This implements the same function outlined
in the interfacevoid Factory .createObject() {// include ANY unique distinctions for this creator
class// any other code here}}C#-1a: The Factory Pattern, in C#==== ==== ==== ==== ====Here
is how the Factory Pattern looks like in C#:// Factory is implemented by any subclasses that
need to use itinterface Factory { // INPUT: your choice// OUTPUT: your choice (set to Void
by default)// Constructor for Classes that implement this interfacevoid createObject();} //
SubFactory1:// creates distinct objects based on Factory Interfaceclass SubFactory1 : Factory
{// This implements the same function outlined in the interfacevoid Factory .createObject() {//
include ANY unique distinctions for this creator class// any other code here}}// SubFactory2://
creates distinct objects based on Factory Interfaceclass SubFactory2 : Factory {// This
implements the same function outlined in the interfacevoid Factory.createObject() {// include
ANY unique distinctions for this creator class// any other code here}}In the next chapter, we’ll do



a walkthrough in implementing this design pattern.// SubFactory2:// creates distinct objects
based on Factory Interfaceclass SubFactory2 : Factory {// This implements the same function
outlined in the interfacevoid Factory.createObject() {// include ANY unique distinctions for this
creator class// any other code here}} In the next chapter, we’ll do a walkthrough in implementing
this design pattern.C#-1b: Implementing the Factory PatternUse an IDE of your choice for the
code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great choice.=========================
======Now we’ll see the factory pattern in action. You’ll see first-hand how to use this design
pattern through an example, plus a workshop in which you continue with the example.Sports Ball
CreatorImagine that you had to write code for a build-to-order web app. It specializes in creating
sports balls of many different kinds.Here is what a general ball class would look like:/*// A Sports
Ball has:// - the Type of ball it is// - an array of materials used to manufacture it// - its size, as a
radius (inches)// - any additional comments requiredC#-1b: Implementing the Factory
PatternUse an IDE of your choice for the code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great
choice.========================= ======Now we’ll see the factory pattern in action.
You’ll see first-hand how to use this design pattern through an example, plus a workshop in
which you continue with the example.Sports Ball CreatorImagine that you had to write code for a
build-to-order web app. It specializes in creating sports balls of many different kinds.Here is what
a general ball class would look like:/*// A Sports Ball has:// - the Type of ball it is// - an array of
materials used to manufacture it// - its size, as a radius (inches)// - any additional comments
required// - the company brand that made it// - a product name*/class SportsBall { public String
type;public String[] materialsUsed;public float radius;public String comments;public String
make;public String modelName;}However, as you can see, there are far too many small details
involved when creating data objects for sports balls. So if you had to create, let’s say, a certain
basketball, the process would be far more different compared to creating a soccer ball. They
both would have different types, materials, and size. They also would probably be created by
different brands and would have different features too.So how would we have sports balls
created in a much easier way? And with much less code involved?You guessed it. The Factory
Pattern!// - the company brand that made it// - a product name*/class SportsBall { public String
type;public String[] materialsUsed;public float radius;public String comments;public String
make;public String modelName;}However, as you can see, there are far too many small details
involved when creating data objects for sports balls. So if you had to create, let’s say, a certain
basketball, the process would be far more different compared to creating a soccer ball. They
both would have different types, materials, and size. They also would probably be created by
different brands and would have different features too.So how would we have sports balls
created in a much easier way? And with much less code involved?You guessed it. The Factory
Pattern!So in this tutorial chapter, let’s go through the steps in setting up the design
pattern.Then, you’ll have a chance to practice what you’ve learned by extending the work.Step 1:
The Factory InterfaceFirst, we’ll create the Interface that all the ball-creating Factory classes will
implement.For now, it will only have one method: creating & returning instances of sports balls.//



the BallFactory interface:// - interface for how a ball will be createdinterface BallFactory {/*//
INPUT: none// OUTPUT: a Sports Ball object// EFFECT: Creates a Sports Ball;// Classes that
implement this will have their own distinctions in making one*/SportsBall createBall();}So in this
tutorial chapter, let’s go through the steps in setting up the design pattern.Then, you’ll have a
chance to practice what you’ve learned by extending the work.Step 1: The Factory InterfaceFirst,
we’ll create the Interface that all the ball-creating Factory classes will implement.For now, it will
only have one method: creating & returning instances of sports balls.// the BallFactory
interface:// - interface for how a ball will be createdinterface BallFactory {/*// INPUT: none//
OUTPUT: a Sports Ball object// EFFECT: Creates a Sports Ball;// Classes that implement this
will have their own distinctions in making one*/SportsBall createBall();}Step 2: The First Factory
ClassNext, we create a distinct factory class that implements the BallFactory interface we made.
For now, all it does is create basketballs. These may be instances of SportsBall objects, but
they’ll have the certain characteristics of a basketball.// The Basketball Maker:// - creates
basketball objects with distinct fieldsclass BasketballMaker : BallFactory {// (method implements
the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a BasketballSportsBall
BallFactory.createBall() {SportsBall b = new SportsBall();b.type = "Basketball";b.materialsUsed
= new String[3];b.materialsUsed[0] = "rubber";b.materialsUsed[1] = "fiber";b.materialsUsed[2] =
"synthetic composite";b.radius = 4.8f;b.make = "Spalding";b.modelName = "Series
Basketball";return b;} }Step 2: The First Factory ClassNext, we create a distinct factory class
that implements the BallFactory interface we made. For now, all it does is create basketballs.
These may be instances of SportsBall objects, but they’ll have the certain characteristics of a
basketball.// The Basketball Maker:// - creates basketball objects with distinct fieldsclass
BasketballMaker : BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates
a sports ball as a BasketballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() {SportsBall b = new
SportsBall();b.type = "Basketball";b.materialsUsed = new String[3];b.materialsUsed[0] =
"rubber";b.materialsUsed[1] = "fiber";b.materialsUsed[2] = "synthetic composite";b.radius =
4.8f;b.make = "Spalding";b.modelName = "Series Basketball";return b;} }Step 3: Design any
additional Factory Classes you needAfterwards, we create as much distinct factory classes as
we need. They all implement the BallFactory interface and they all create sports ball objects with
distinct features and characteristics.Let’s do this by designing a Factory class that creates
baseballs.// The Baseball Maker:// - creates baseball objects with distinct fieldsclass
BaseballMaker : BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a
sports ball as a BasketballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() {SportsBall b = new
SportsBall();b.type = "Baseball";b.materialsUsed = new String[6];b.materialsUsed[0] =
"cork";b.materialsUsed[1] = "wool";b.materialsUsed[2] = "poly/cotton";b.materialsUsed[3] =
"cowhide";b.materialsUsed[4] = "yarn";b.materialsUsed[5] = "composite rubber";b.radius =
1.45f;Step 3: Design any additional Factory Classes you needAfterwards, we create as much
distinct factory classes as we need. They all implement the BallFactory interface and they all
create sports ball objects with distinct features and characteristics.Let’s do this by designing a



Factory class that creates baseballs.// The Baseball Maker:// - creates baseball objects with
distinct fieldsclass BaseballMaker : BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)//
EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a BasketballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() {SportsBall b =
new SportsBall();b.type = "Baseball";b.materialsUsed = new String[6];b.materialsUsed[0] =
"cork";b.materialsUsed[1] = "wool";b.materialsUsed[2] = "poly/cotton";b.materialsUsed[3] =
"cowhide";b.materialsUsed[4] = "yarn";b.materialsUsed[5] = "composite rubber";b.radius =
1.45f;b.make = "Rawlings";b.modelName = "MLB Official Baseball"; return b;} }Step 4: Run
some CodeNow that you’ve designed the factory classes, it’s time to run them.On your Main
function (the main class that has the public-static-void-main method), or whichever way you
want to run your code, create an instance for each factory class you’ve designed. You’ll be
calling on these factories to create particular objects for you.In our example, we’ve created
basketball and baseball factories. We’ll be using these to create basketball and baseball objects,
respectively.// Creating the FactoriesBallFactory f1 = new BasketballMaker();BallFactory f2 =
new BaseballMaker();// Creating a basketball object:// Use the Basketball Factory to make
BasketballsSportsBall bb1 = f1.createBall();b.make = "Rawlings";b.modelName = "MLB Official
Baseball"; return b;} }Step 4: Run some CodeNow that you’ve designed the factory classes,
it’s time to run them.On your Main function (the main class that has the public-static-void-main
method), or whichever way you want to run your code, create an instance for each factory class
you’ve designed. You’ll be calling on these factories to create particular objects for you.In our
example, we’ve created basketball and baseball factories. We’ll be using these to create
basketball and baseball objects, respectively.// Creating the FactoriesBallFactory f1 = new
BasketballMaker();BallFactory f2 = new BaseballMaker();// Creating a basketball object:// Use
the Basketball Factory to make BasketballsSportsBall bb1 = f1.createBall();// Creating a
baseball object:// Use the Baseball Factory to make BaseballsSportsBall bb2 = f2.createBall();//
TESTING:// This line should print out "Basketball" Console.WriteLine(bb1.type);// This
line should print out "Baseball"Console.WriteLine(bb2.type);// Creating a baseball object:// Use
the Baseball Factory to make BaseballsSportsBall bb2 = f2.createBall();// TESTING:// This line
should print out "Basketball" Console.WriteLine(bb1.type);// This line should print out
"Baseball" Console.WriteLine(bb2.type);C#-WORKSHOP 1:Use an IDE of your choice for the
code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great choice.=========================
======And now it’s your turn to play with the Factory Pattern.Soccer & VolleyballsShow what
you’ve learned by creating two more factory classes.One of them will create soccer balls and the
other will create volleyballs.Afterwards, write and run a few lines of code that create instances of
each factory and at least one ball from each factory.Here’s some code to help you get started://
The Soccerball Maker:// - creates soccer ball objects with distinct fieldsclass SoccerballMaker :
BallFactory {C#-WORKSHOP 1:Use an IDE of your choice for the code below. Online IDE’s,
such as , , , or are a great choice.========================= ======And now it’s your
turn to play with the Factory Pattern.Soccer & VolleyballsShow what you’ve learned by creating
two more factory classes.One of them will create soccer balls and the other will create



volleyballs.Afterwards, write and run a few lines of code that create instances of each factory
and at least one ball from each factory.Here’s some code to help you get started:// The
Soccerball Maker:// - creates soccer ball objects with distinct fieldsclass SoccerballMaker :
BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a
SoccerballSportsBall BallFactory.createBall() { SportsBall b = new SportsBall(); // modify the
object fields; // they should all resemble what and how a soccer ball is like.. return b; }}// The
Volleyball Maker:// - creates volleyball objects with distinct fieldsclass VolleyballMaker :
BallFactory {// (method implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a
volleyballpublic SportsBall createBall() { SportsBall b = new SportsBall(); // modify the object
fields; // they should all resemble what and how a volleyball is like.. return b; }}// (method
implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a SoccerballSportsBall
BallFactory.createBall() { SportsBall b = new SportsBall(); // modify the object fields; // they
should all resemble what and how a soccer ball is like.. return b; }}// The Volleyball Maker:// -
creates volleyball objects with distinct fieldsclass VolleyballMaker : BallFactory {// (method
implements the Interface Version)// EFFECT: Creates a sports ball as a volleyballpublic
SportsBall createBall() { SportsBall b = new SportsBall(); // modify the object fields; // they
should all resemble what and how a volleyball is like.. return b; }}Advanced Coding:Notice how
all the sports balls are still one type of object - sports balls.How would you change the code so
that each of the factory classes create objects of balls they’re supposed to create? For example,
how would you have the BasketballMaker create Basketball objects instead of general, modified
Sports Balls? Or a BaseballMaker creating Baseball objects?Advanced Coding:Notice how all
the sports balls are still one type of object - sports balls.How would you change the code so that
each of the factory classes create objects of balls they’re supposed to create? For example, how
would you have the BasketballMaker create Basketball objects instead of general, modified
Sports Balls? Or a BaseballMaker creating Baseball objects?Chapter 2: The Composite
Pattern==== ==== ==== ==== ====Picture this scenario: you have to organize your data in a
hierarchal manner. They seem to somehow resemble ‘files’ and ‘folders’.As you and other
computer users know, files go into folders and folders can go into other folders as well.You also
want to do this in a way that doesn’t replicate unnecessary code.So what do you need?The
Composite Pattern.How it essentially works:You have two distinct classes: a File class and a
Folder class. Or Item and Group. Clothing and Bag. Toys and Box. Any combination of two
classes, in which one of them is a collection composed of both types.However, both classes
may have way too many similar traits, methods, and fields. You realize you may need to write
twice the code that you would normally do - one for the items and one for the groupings.Chapter
2: The Composite Pattern==== ==== ==== ==== ====Picture this scenario: you have to
organize your data in a hierarchal manner. They seem to somehow resemble ‘files’ and
‘folders’.As you and other computer users know, files go into folders and folders can go into
other folders as well.You also want to do this in a way that doesn’t replicate unnecessary
code.So what do you need?The Composite Pattern.How it essentially works:You have two



distinct classes: a File class and a Folder class. Or Item and Group. Clothing and Bag. Toys and
Box. Any combination of two classes, in which one of them is a collection composed of both
types.However, both classes may have way too many similar traits, methods, and fields. You
realize you may need to write twice the code that you would normally do - one for the items and
one for the groupings.The solution here is to have them extend a common superclass or
abstract class - a component. This includes one key distinction; the Group class contains a
collection of this superclass. And because both classes extend a common superclass, the
Group class can have a collection of either items or groups.For example, let’s say you have two
classes: Clothing and Bag. A Bag can contain both clothes and other bags. They both share
similar characteristics such as name, description, etc.. You realize how unproductive it is to write
separate code when it really should be under the same code (i.e. when getting all the names
would need calls from both Clothing.getName() and Bag.getName()).Therefore, you apply the
Composite Pattern. Both Clothing and Bag classes extend a new superclass, Item. The Bag
class is modified to have a collection of Items (which can be either Bags or Clothing).The
solution here is to have them extend a common superclass or abstract class - a component. This
includes one key distinction; the Group class contains a collection of this superclass. And
because both classes extend a common superclass, the Group class can have a collection of
either items or groups.For example, let’s say you have two classes: Clothing and Bag. A Bag can
contain both clothes and other bags. They both share similar characteristics such as name,
description, etc.. You realize how unproductive it is to write separate code when it really should
be under the same code (i.e. when getting all the names would need calls from both
Clothing.getName() and Bag.getName()).Therefore, you apply the Composite Pattern. Both
Clothing and Bag classes extend a new superclass, Item. The Bag class is modified to have a
collection of Items (which can be either Bags or Clothing).Here’s what the UML diagram would
look like:Here’s what the UML diagram would look like:The main thing to remember here are the
item/container classes extend a common superclass - component. The container class will have
a list containing components, which can be either files or folders.Depending on the language
you’re coding with, the superclass may also be an abstract class, interface, or any type of
abstraction that your programming language comes with.The Pseudocode implementation for
this pattern is also included in the Archive. If you need to implement this pattern in another
language, the pseudocode should help you.Next, let’s put the Composite Pattern into use.The
main thing to remember here are the item/container classes extend a common superclass -
component. The container class will have a list containing components, which can be either files
or folders.Depending on the language you’re coding with, the superclass may also be an
abstract class, interface, or any type of abstraction that your programming language comes
with.The Pseudocode implementation for this pattern is also included in the Archive. If you need
to implement this pattern in another language, the pseudocode should help you.Next, let’s put
the Composite Pattern into use.C#-2a: The Composite Pattern, in C#==== ==== ==== ====
====Here is how the Composite Pattern looks like in C#:/*// Component is the superclass which



File and Folder classes extend// You may define any fields and methods shared by both
subclasses*/abstract class Component {// insert any amount of fields and methods// where
necessaryString someField;void someMethod() {};}// General Item Class (as File):// contains all
fields and methods defined at Componentclass File: Component {}C#-2a: The Composite
Pattern, in C#==== ==== ==== ==== ====Here is how the Composite Pattern looks like in C#:/
*// Component is the superclass which File and Folder classes extend// You may define any
fields and methods shared by both subclasses*/abstract class Component {// insert any amount
of fields and methods// where necessaryString someField;void someMethod() {};}// General Item
Class (as File):// contains all fields and methods defined at Componentclass File: Component
{}// General Group Class (as Folder):// contains all fields and methods defined at Component//
Also has:// - a List of Components, which can contain either Items or Groupsclass Folder :
Component {List<Component> contents = new List<Component>();}In the next chapter, we’ll do
a walkthrough in implementing this design pattern.// General Group Class (as Folder):// contains
all fields and methods defined at Component// Also has:// - a List of Components, which can
contain either Items or Groupsclass Folder : Component {List<Component> contents = new
List<Component>();}In the next chapter, we’ll do a walkthrough in implementing this design
pattern.C#-2b: Implementing the Composite PatternUse an IDE of your choice for the code
below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or are a great choice.=========================
======In this chapter, we encounter a situation which suggests having the Composite Pattern
as a viable solution. Then, we’ll be coding the Composite Pattern step-by-step.File
ManagerImagine you are a software engineer at a very popular social media site.The next
website update will have a really cool feature - enable users to upload and organize data files of
their choice. And you’re tasked with implementing this functionality. You know you have to design
the File and Folder classes, but you also realize that they share too many traits, such as name,
date created, date modified, a thumbnail icon, etc.. So you think to yourself, there must be a
more simple way to implement this.The first thing that comes to your mind is to implement the
Composite Pattern. This is an ideal situation to apply it as well.C#-2b: Implementing the
Composite PatternUse an IDE of your choice for the code below. Online IDE’s, such as , , , or
are a great choice.========================= ======In this chapter, we encounter a
situation which suggests having the Composite Pattern as a viable solution. Then, we’ll be
coding the Composite Pattern step-by-step.File ManagerImagine you are a software engineer at
a very popular social media site.The next website update will have a really cool feature - enable
users to upload and organize data files of their choice. And you’re tasked with implementing this
functionality. You know you have to design the File and Folder classes, but you also realize that
they share too many traits, such as name, date created, date modified, a thumbnail icon, etc.. So
you think to yourself, there must be a more simple way to implement this.The first thing that
comes to your mind is to implement the Composite Pattern. This is an ideal situation to apply it
as well.Step 1: The Component SuperclassFirst, we’ll create the superclass that the File and
Folder classes are based on.We’re coding in C#, so we have the Abstract Class available.For



now, let’s add the following fields to the superclass: the name, the date created, and the date last
modified./*// Component is the superclass which File and Folder classes extend// It has:// -
Name, as a String// - the Date Created// - the Date Last Modified// It can:// - rename itself// -
update the Last Modified date*/abstract class Component {String name;DateTime
dateCreated;DateTime dateLastModified; }Step 1: The Component SuperclassFirst, we’ll
create the superclass that the File and Folder classes are based on.We’re coding in C#, so we
have the Abstract Class available.For now, let’s add the following fields to the superclass: the
name, the date created, and the date last modified./*// Component is the superclass which File
and Folder classes extend// It has:// - Name, as a String// - the Date Created// - the Date Last
Modified// It can:// - rename itself// - update the Last Modified date*/abstract class Component
{String name;DateTime dateCreated;DateTime dateLastModified; }Step 2: Customizing the
Component ConstructorNext, we’ll code a modified version of the constructor for the
Component. When a new component is created, its name will be set and its two date fields will
be set to the current date.The Files and Folders that will later extend this superclass will
eventually use the same constructor as well.abstract class Component {public String
name;public DateTime dateCreated;public DateTime dateLastModified; /*// INPUT: a String//
Custom Constructor for the Component Class,// Upon creation, the dates created and last
modified// are set to the current date an object would be created*/public Component(String n)
{this.name = n;this.dateCreated = new DateTime();this.dateLastModified = new DateTime();} }
Step 2: Customizing the Component ConstructorNext, we’ll code a modified version of the
constructor for the Component. When a new component is created, its name will be set and its
two date fields will be set to the current date.The Files and Folders that will later extend this
superclass will eventually use the same constructor as well.abstract class Component {public
String name;public DateTime dateCreated;public DateTime dateLastModified; /*// INPUT: a
String// Custom Constructor for the Component Class,// Upon creation, the dates created and
last modified// are set to the current date an object would be created*/public Component(String
n) {this.name = n;this.dateCreated = new DateTime();this.dateLastModified = new DateTime();}
} Here, you see first-hand how shared methods can save a programmer many lines of code
and prevent more coding mistakes along the way. Any essential fields and methods between
both the File and Folder classes will be present - programmers won’t have the hassle of coding
twice as much as needed, as well as having to change certain fields and methods twice. Also,
the rest of the system will treat data objects from these two classes very similarly.Step 3:
Creating the File ClassNow we create the File class.As stated before, the File class will have
some common fields and methods as the Folder class. It even has a very similar constructor
method.However, the File class here will have more distinctive fields. It will include some
indication of the file’s type (i.e. a spreadsheet, letter document, slideshow, picture, video, PDF,
etc.). The constructor is further modified to include this./*// General Item Class (a.k.a. File)://
contains all fields and methods defined at Component// Also has:// - a file type, as a string*/
Here, you see first-hand how shared methods can save a programmer many lines of code and



prevent more coding mistakes along the way. Any essential fields and methods between both
the File and Folder classes will be present - programmers won’t have the hassle of coding twice
as much as needed, as well as having to change certain fields and methods twice. Also, the rest
of the system will treat data objects from these two classes very similarly.Step 3: Creating the
File ClassNow we create the File class.As stated before, the File class will have some common
fields and methods as the Folder class. It even has a very similar constructor method.However,
the File class here will have more distinctive fields. It will include some indication of the file’s type
(i.e. a spreadsheet, letter document, slideshow, picture, video, PDF, etc.). The constructor is
further modified to include this./*// General Item Class (a.k.a. File):// contains all fields and
methods defined at Component// Also has:// - a file type, as a string*/class File : Component
{public String fileType;/*class File : Component {public String fileType;/*
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Jolly, “Excellent book!. This is a well-written and pragmatic approach to enabling teams to get on
the same page about adaptive coding and SOLID principles. The book does a good job of
marrying the topics of Agile, design patterns, and SOLID together by describing the relationship
between them and how they complement one another. The author starts off with an overview of
Agile, the need for adaptive code in order to adapt to rapidly changing requirements, and the
importance of managing dependencies and creating a layered architecture such that the overall
architecture is structured in a way that promotes adaptability.However, it’s an excellent resource
for intermediate to advanced developers looking to take their coding to the next level. I would
recommended this book.”

Charlette, “Very informative book. Programming is both challenging and fascinating for me. I
always wonder how IT specialists do their job. It’s hard to understand their ways but
programming is really amazing. This book is good for programmers. It introduces great
information beneficial for programmers as it offers solutions to challenges during software
development. These solutions are certain patterns in code that apply to certain situations
encountered while in the duration of developing software. Through this book, there are helpful
workshops wherein various design patterns can be applied. Aside from the very informative
content of the book, there is more to it that can never be found in other books. So I highly
recommend this one to people who wants to learn what’s inside.”

Josh Carlson, “A very hands-on book!. A very hands-on book! It shows you how design patterns
are promptly and effortlessly implemented using the C# Programming language. It provides a lot
of workshops to help you apply the various design patterns by putting them to good use. C#
programming is something that you can take advantage to make your own coding projects. It is
great for programming games, apps, systems, automation and database. I recommend this book
to those who would like to apply a new set of programming designs. Read on!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Book. This is a decent book that gives a unique overview of C+,
and I would definitely recommend it. I bought it when I started basic C+ exercise. However, in my
opinion it is a very good introductory book. C+ Design Patterns are all broad subjects that need
at least one book each to be explained satisfactory, hence do continue to read up more. And this
book can be a handy summary.”

Steve, “C#. A great book to learn more about Design Patterns and this book is very detailed for
you to understand easily each part of this book.I am not a programmer but I'm loving it now. A
great book to start learning programming and more.”

Amazion, “Five Stars. Well written book with lots of examples .”



Ebook Library Reader, “Simple. Simple and clear explanation of concept. Covering other
patterns would be more helpful. Recommended for initial understanding as well as revision”

dura, “Five Stars. Happy with product.”
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